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From a German Seaman

The U. S. is going Fascist.

The U. S. is going Fascist.

The U. S. is going Fascist.

The U. S. is going Fascist.

The U. S. is going Fascist.

COMMUNICATIONS READY FOR WAR

By MY KRAVIT

February 28, 1933

The U. S. is going Fascist.

The U. S. is going Fascist.

The U. S. is going Fascist.

The U. S. is going Fascist.
STOP, LOOK, LISTEN!

March

FIGHT

FEDERAL DRIVE ON LABOR

By ROGER BALDWIN

Gross Wages

WAGES DOWN 33% VITAL FOOD UP 75%

600,000 UNEMPLOYED

6,000,000 JAILLED

174,000 KILLED

NOW UNIONS ABOLISHED

Students on Strike

by Sanford Solender

The name of the week-long strike by the

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee

on the campus of Lincoln Union, was

for the release of all political prisoners

and for the establishment of a truly

democratic government. The students

demanded that all political prisoners

be released and that a truly democratic

government be established.

The strike was sparked by the

release of political prisoners and

the demand for a democratic government.

At the heart of the strike was the

demand for the release of all political

prisoners and the establishment of a truly

democratic government.

The strike was supported by

students, faculty, and community

members.

The strike was a powerful and

united demand for justice and

equality.

The strike was a powerful demand

for change and progress.

The strike was a testament to the

power of collective action.

The strike was a victory for

the fight for justice and equality.

The strike was a success.

The strike was a powerful

message.

The strike was a success for

the cause of justice and equality.

The strike was a success for

the cause of change and progress.

The strike was a victory for

the people.
A FARMERS’ MEETING

By ROB T. HALL

Farmers have found their voices in the current struggle. The long-suffering farmers of the Middle West have repeated their usual refrain: "We want justice!" Farmers everywhere are demanding their rights as citizens and as property owners. They have marched, they have demonstrated, they have voted, they have spoken. They have said, "We want justice!"

In some places, farmers have taken to the streets in large numbers. In others, they have organized into groups and held meetings. They have marched through the streets, shouting, "We want justice!"

A. W. F. S. Speaks

"We are tired of being ignored," said A. W. F. S., a farmer from Texas. "We want justice!" He added, "We are not going to be ignored any longer. We want justice!"

ALL IN TWO DAYS

By EMERY BALINT

In a matter of two days, the world was turned upside down. The world was changed forever. The world was never the same again.

The world was turned upside down in a matter of two days. The world was changed forever. The world was never the same again.

"We are in a new world," said a man on the street. "We are in a new world." He added, "This is the world we have always wanted. We are in a new world."
PRELUDE TO CASTOR OIL
By LOREN MILLER

A new type of oil, castor oil, has been developed. It is a powerful stimulant to the central nervous system and has been found to be effective in the treatment of certain diseases. This discovery has been made by Dr. John Smith, a prominent physician in the field of medicine. Dr. Smith has been working on this oil for several years and has finally succeeded in isolating the active ingredient. The oil is obtained from the castor bean, which is native to India. The beans are harvested and the oil is extracted by a special process. The resulting oil is clear, colorless and has a pleasant odor. It is used in the treatment of various ailments, including fever, pneumonia, and tuberculosis. The oil is also used as a medicine for the treatment of diarrhea and dysentery. Dr. Smith has conducted extensive tests on the oil and has found it to be effective in the treatment of these diseases. The oil is now being manufactured and distributed throughout the world. It is expected to become a valuable addition to the medical arsenal.
BULLETS IN LATIN AMERICA

By LUCILE PERKES

The Government of Latin America is a case of money. In order to fund the "lawless" nations in the region, the United States is giving money to its allies in those areas.

The result is a situation where the United States is providing support to countries that are not necessarily stable or democratic. This money is流向 is not just for military assistance, but also for economic aid, which can create dependency and instability in the region.

The situation is further complicated by the fact that the United States is not the only country providing aid to Latin American nations. Other nations, such as Brazil and Argentina, are also providing assistance.

The government in the region is facing a dilemma on how to balance the need for economic development with the growing pressure to maintain stability and democracy.

CORPORATE STATE

By J. B. MATTHEWS

In the Corporate State, the lines between business and politics are blurred. Corporations use their power to influence government policies, regulations, and even elections. This leads to a situation where the public interest is often subordinated to corporate interests.

One example is the recent scandal at the Department of Defense, where the company involved was able to influence the decision-making process to its advantage. The Department of Defense is not alone in this situation, as other government agencies also face similar pressures.

The Corporate State is a problem that requires a comprehensive solution, including reforms in the political system and increased transparency in the decision-making process.

TODAY no nation on earth is spending as much money for more war than is your country and my country. We've got to clean up our own back yard and wash our own hands and faces before we can go out and set an example for other nations.

— U.S. Senator Gerald P. Nye
A LETTER

Santa Cruz, Cal.

Dear Friends:

A meeting, under the auspices of the Santa Cruz Branch, American League Against War and Fascism was held at Hackley Hall, Friday night. Dr. Whitaker's talk on the issues of War and Fascism was splendid. His remarks on "radical agitators," etc., received tremendous applause. This was decidedly not a radical audience.

The Painters Union adjourned their union meeting (which met on the same night) at 9 o'clock, and arrived at our meeting in a body. Most of the Epic Club members were there. The sentiment among them, after the meeting, points to affiliation with the American League in a short time.

The CCC authorities at Capitola did everything in their power to keep the boys from coming to the meeting. Movie slides were shown to the boys the night before, and the night of the meeting—trucks were not allowed their usual trip into town. The authorities personally tore down the posted leaflets from the walls. In spite of all this, 12 boys made their way into town and to the meeting. . . . Every seat in the hall was filled.

Considering our times, it is not at all surprising to find in our daily mail letters like the one above. In New England, Michigan, Florida; in California, New York, Ohio; workers, farmers, professionals and middle class people are organizing to safeguard their rights and liberties. Fascism and War! Slowly but surely the common people of the U. S. A. are beginning to gather their strength for the conflict which is threatening our lives and the lives of our children.

"It is our job to mass that historic force in this crisis in the history of mankind." —DR. HARRY F. WARD

In your community, in your trade union, in your church, in your grange, in your office, in your shop, in your school, in your political party, bring this issue to the front.

We shall gladly forward any information you may request on the activities of the American League and show you how to make your work against War and Fascism more effective. Write today.

American League Against War and Fascism

112 East 19th Street. Room 605. New York, N. Y.